Small Things on the Move Quilt

Designed and made by Sally Ablett

Quilt Size: 46” x 51”
Block Size: 5½” x 5½” (5” x 5”)

Main Diagram

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS (Small Things on the Move Collection)

Fabric 1: 1¼yd - 1¼mtr - SM11.3 (Diggers on blue)
Fabric 2: 1¼yd - 1¼mtr - SM14.3 (Trains on blue)
Fabric 3: ¾yd - 30cm - BB20 (Black)
Fabric 4: ½yd - ½mtr - BB112 (Dijon)
Fabric 5: ½yd - ½mtr - BB121 (Sage green)

Backing and wadding: 50” x 55”

Use ¼” seam allowance throughout. Press all seams open unless otherwise noted.
CUTTING

1. From each of the fabrics 1 and 2 cut:
   6 x 3½" x 42"
   1 x 2½" x 47½"
   1 x 2½" x 46½"

2. From fabric 3 cut:
   2 x 1½" x 46½"
   2 x 1½" x 42½"

3. From each of the fabrics 4 and 5 cut:
   12 x 1½" x 5½"

MAKING UP THE BLOCK

Take your strip of fabrics 1 and 2, on fabric 1 stitch on each side fabric 4

Do this to all of your strips

After pressing each strip, cut at 5½" x 5½"

You will have 36 in total of each colour

MAKING UP THE QUILT

Lay out the blocks as in the main diagram and sew in rows, next sew the rows together to complete the quilt top

COMPLETION

Make quilt sandwich with quilt top, wadding and backing

Pin or baste layers

Quilt as desired

Using fabrics 1 and 2 strips double bind edges of quilt
Small Things on the Move Cushion

*Designed and made by Sally Ablett*

Size: 16” x 16”

- Backing: ½ mtr
- Wadding: fat ¼
- Cushion Pad: 1x 16” x 16”

1. From fabric 3 cut:
   - 2 x 1” x 15½”
   - 2 x 1” x 16½”

2. From each of the fabrics 1 and 2 cut:
   - 1 x 1½” x 16½”
   - 1 x 1½” x 18½”

**MAKING UP THE CUSHION**

Cushion is made up from left over block

Sew the inner border sides, top and bottom

Next outer border again sides, top and bottom

Layer cushion top and wadding together and quilt. Trim away wadding and making up the cushion.

**Envelope back for cushion**

Cut two pieces of fabric the width of the cushion front x ⅔ of the length. For example, a 16” cushion would need two pieces 16” x 12”

1. Turn in and hem one long edge on each piece

2. Place the cushion front face up on your work table

3. Place one piece of the backing fabric face down on top of the cushion front matching top and side edges

4. Place the second piece of backing fabric face down on the cushion front matching bottom and side edges

5. Pin in place and stitch all round

6. Turn right side out
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